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Motivation
Servers exhibit low energy efficiency at low utilization levels and their typical
operating region is between 10-50% [1]. Following the industry's best practices, most
of the energy is already consumed by the compute infrastructure. Power usage
effectiveness (PUE) cannot be decreased much further. Our optimizations target the
servers.
Previous work on utilizing low power modes for energy efficiency focussed on batch
instead of interactive workloads [2,3,4]. Batch workloads are less sensitive to
intermittent performance degradation due to migration and resuming physical
resources. For interactive workloads different trade-offs are necessary.
In our work we suspend, resume, and migrate virtualized web services to vacate
physical servers. Unused servers are transitioned into a low power mode. One
particular challenge is the timely instantiation of
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URE 5.5: Activity profile of a sample of 5,000 Google servers over a period of 6 months.
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left: daily accumulated time of
inactivity for our group's web server;
on average, the server could be
switched off for 5 hours each day

Preliminary Results

Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
request inter-arrival times for three exemplary
web services. Idle periods of tens of seconds up
to 100s of seconds exist for each service.

Virtual machine (VM) resume time as a function of the
VM's state size and configuration. Small instances
resume in about 2 seconds, with larger instances
taking progressively longer.
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qemu has potential for even faster resume times: here
we disabled the gratuitous zeroing of empty pages.
Resumes times for large instances can be further
reduced by lazily reading the state from disk.
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